A Children’s Social Care Innovation Fund Project
Right Balance for Families is a new approach to social work for children
aged 10 to 13 who are already receiving support from social care.
The work is being undertaken by Camden Council social workers in
partnership with the Tavistock and Portman NHS Foundation Trust,
Catch22 and Camden Learning and is funded through the Department
for Education Innovation Fund. The government funding makes it
possible for us to provide the same level of multi-agency support for this
group of children as that currently in place for children in care.
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Social worker shares the
response to the family plan
with the family and helps
to coordinate its delivery
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A reflective systemic
professionals’ discussion
is held and they respond
to the family led plan with
the aim of best fulfilling
the goals of the family
and young person
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A Right Balance family
group conference is held
where the family set their
own goals and create a
family led plan
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Family Group Conference
Coordinator works with
the family to map their
network

Right Balance for Families puts children
and families’ wishes at the heart of the plan
for them, ensuring that we are building from
their existing networks and relationships to
help them develop more resilience.
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The Right
Balance
approach …

The Right Balance
family group conference
• The family set their own goals, which are
the agenda for the family group conference.
• They map their own network and select
the person who is the trusted and valued
person for them. The trusted and valued
person will have the most contact with
the family.
• The family’s goals and assessment of
their own strengths and concerns are
discussed in depth at the family group
conference
• The family group conference creates a
family-led plan, which will underpin all
the work with the family going forward.
The professional network will add their
contributions to supporting the family
led plan later on.

